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GRINCH global performance
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G4SBS update :
Modification of GRINCH PMT Quantum Efficiency

QE previously
plugged in g4sbs
(XP-1911-UV)
Actual 9125B
PMT QE
(now plugged
in g4sbs)

9125B PMT QE significantly higher (~20 %) between 3 and 4 eV than XP1911-UV PMT QE
However, it drops much steeper past ~4.2 eV, to ~0 at 4.5 eV, when XP1911-UV PMT QE goes down
much smoother, up to ~6 eV
We might expect a significant overestimation of the number of detected p.e. with the previous QE used.
=> next slide (updated g4sbs, 9125B PMT QE) vs slide 24 (''old'' g4sbs, XP1911-UV PMT QE) : 1.5
photoelectrons difference (to the advantage of old setup).
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GRINCH global performance evaluated with g4sbs
C4F10, 9125B PMT QE (updated g4sbs)

(1 atm)

2017/07/28

9.1 PMTs hit per electron on average (9.6 from gaussian fit);
2.4 p.e. detected per PMT on average ;
=> 22.0 p.e. detected per electron on average (22.5 from gaussian fit);
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GRINCH global performance evaluated with g4sbs
Comparison with Huan results in the closest possible conditions

Average:
8.6 PMTs

Average:
21.0 p.e.

Average:
2.4 p.e./PMT

2017/07/28

8.6 PMTs hit per electron on average (vs 9.1 for g4sbs);
2.4 p.e. detected per PMT on average (similar to g4sbs);
=> 21.0 p.e. detected per electron on average (vs 22.0 for g4sbs).
G4SBS results are in satisfactory agreement to Huan's simulations
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GRINCH global performance evaluated with g4sbs
CO2, 9125B PMT QE (updated g4sbs)

3.9 PMTs hit per electron on average (4.4 from gaussian fit); => ~0.4 * NPMT (C4F10)
2017/07/28 1.9 p.e. detected per PMT on average; => ~0.8 * N /PMT (C4F10)
6
pe
=> 7.4 p.e. detected per electron on average (7.8 from gaussian fit); => 1/3 * Npe (C4F10)

Pion rejection with CO2 GRINCH
select a relevant subset of GRINCH PMTs
Use correlation between
rows of maximum energy
deposit in BB PS and
GRINCH PMT rows hit,
for electrons.
For each event the hit
multiplicity is compared
for electrons and pions
for those subsets of
PMTs, and not over the
full detector.

2017/07/16

Subsets of
PMTs in which
the PMT
multiplicity and
photoelectron
yields is
evaluated for
pions, and
compared with
electrons
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GRINCH : Comparison between  - and eCO2, 9125B PMT QE

2017/07/28

Signal given by pions comes form  rays
(pions themselves do not give any signal in CO2)
The best discriminating variable is the PMT multiplicity.
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GRINCH : Comparison between  - and eCO2, 9125B PMT QE

misidentification

Requiring at least 2 PMTs hit : => Assuming we want ≤ 1% pion contamination,
if pion contamination can be reduced to ≤ ~5
Electron efficiency = 96.5 %
Pion misidentification = 0.16 % before using the GRINCH, then the GRINCH
might be used with CO2 for pion rejection.
2017/07/28

Requiring at least 3 PMTs hit :
Electron efficiency = 88.0 %
Pion misidentification = 0.10 %

No-go for SIDIS, A1n;
Likely manageable for GEn, GMn.
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GRINCH acceptance
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GRINCH acceptance : angle Vs position of DIS electrons
(see next 2 slides)
Sample : 1000000 DIS evts with :
e' < 6 GeV
15 deg <  < 50 deg
-50 deg <  < 50 deg
-27.5 < z_vtx < +27.5 (x_vtx, y_vtx =0)
BB angle = 30 deg;
BB dist = 1.55 m;
BB field scale : 1.0
(corresponds to field map at 696 Amps)
DIS Electron selection:
Electrons with a hit in each of the 5 GEM
planes: this hit provides particle position and
trajectory (in transport coordinates)
+
Electron points towards the BB Preshower
and Shower blocks.

2017/07/28

Coordinates

Transport
coordinates
z
y

X

x

≡ dispersive direction
(yes, SBS is at 90 deg for visualisation purpose)
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GRINCH particle envelope (angle Vs position):
Dispersive direction (xTransport)

Maximal particle angle
Maximal particle position
particle
angle
pos
pos : x-axis
angle : y-axis
Grinch entrance
or exit window

2017/07/28

Top of
detector

Bottom of
detector

Maximal angle (projected on the considered direction) of the particle trajectory at the
side ( of the acceptance:
* 1 GeV < p < 6 GeV (max of the sample): ± 16 degrees.
Below 1 GeV, particles start to be excessively bent by BB magnet,
down to more than 40 degrees.
Cherenkov radiation angle (wrt particle trajectory): cos= 1/n
C4F10 : n = 1.00137
 = acos(1/1.00137) ~ 3 deg
=> total enveloppe (particle traj+ Cher cone): ± 19 degrees (>1 GeV).
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Nominal
beam
line envelope (angle Vs position):
GRINCH
particle

Non-dispersive direction (yTransport)

Maximal particle angle
Maximal particle position

Far side (wrt PMT)
shorter radiator length

Close side (wrt PMT)
longer radiator length

particle
angle
pos
pos : x-axis
angle : y-axis
Grinch entrance
or exit window

2017/07/28

Maximal angle (projected on the considered direction) of the particle trajectory at
the side of the acceptance: ± 6 degrees. (independant of momentum)
Cherenkov radiation angle (wrt particle trajectory): cos= 1/n
C4F8O : n = 1.00137
 = acos(1/1.00137) ~ 3 deg
=> total enveloppe (particle traj+ Cher cone): ± 9 degrees.
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Nominal
line
Hit beam
multiplicity
Vs particle position and angle

Non dispersive direction (yTransport)
Estimated (by eye) the minimal and maximal y
covered by the particle enveloppe;
Cut the acceptance in 3 bins in y :
ymin → ymin+8cm → ymax-8cm → y_max
For each of those bins :
Total number of photoelectrons in the Grinch
Vs particle angle projected on yOz plane3
NPMTs starts to drop for  >5 deg, on y>0 side
y

(longer radiation length,
probable loss of efficiency due to mirror position)

Far side (wrt PMT)
shorter radiator length

2017/07/28

Close side (wrt PMT)
longer radiator length
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Nominal
beam line yield Vs particle position and angle
Photoelectron

Non dispersive direction (yTransport)
Estimated (by eye) the minimal and maximal y
covered by the particle enveloppe;
Cut the acceptance in 3 bins in y :
ymin → ymin+8cm → ymax-8cm → y_max
For each of those bins :
Total number of photoelectrons in the Grinch
Vs particle angle projected on yOz plane3
NPEs increases with y and  y,
then starts to drop for  >5 deg
y

(longer radiation length, loss of efficiency probably
due to photons hitting the PMT box wall)

Far side (wrt PMT)
shorter radiator length

2017/07/28

Close side (wrt PMT)
longer radiator length
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Nominal
line
Hit beam
multiplicity
Vs particle position and angle

Dispersive direction (xTransport), 2 GeV < k' < 6 GeV.
Estimated (by eye) the minimal and maximal x covered
by the particle enveloppe, for each of the considered
momentum bins;
Cut the acceptance in 3 bins in y :
xmin → xmin+ 12cm → xmax-12cm → xmax
For each of those bins :
Total number of photoelectrons in the Grinch
Vs particle angle projected on xOz plane
No significant variation of NPMTs over x coverage
for 2 GeV < k' < 6 GeV.

Top of
detector

2017/07/28

Bottom of
detector
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Nominal
beam line yield Vs particle position and angle
Photoelectron

Dispersive direction (xTransport), 2 GeV < k' < 6 GeV.
Estimated (by eye) the minimal and maximal x covered
by the particle enveloppe, for each of the considered
momentum bins;
Cut the acceptance in 3 bins in y :
xmin → xmin+12cm → xmax-12cm → xmax
For each of those bins :
Total number of photoelectrons in the Grinch
Vs particle angle projected on xOz plane
No significant variation of Npe over x coverage
for 2 GeV < k' < 6 GeV.

Top of
detector

2017/07/28

Bottom of
detector
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Nominal beam
line
Hit multiplicity,
photoelectron
yield Vs particle position and angle
Dispersive direction (xTransport), 1.5 GeV < k' < 2 GeV.
No significant variation of PMT multiplicity over x coverage for 1.5 GeV < k' < 2 GeV.

Top of
detector

Top of
detector
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Hit multiplicity

Photoelectron yield

Bottom of
detector

Bottom of
detector
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Nominal beam
line
Hit multiplicity,
photoelectron
yield Vs particle position and angle
Dispersive direction (xTransport), 1 GeV < k' < 1.5 GeV.
No significant variation of PMT multiplicity over x coverage for 1 GeV < k' < 1.5 GeV.

Top of
detector

Top of
detector
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Hit multiplicity

Photoelectron yield

Bottom of
detector

Bottom of
detector
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Nominal beam
line
Hit multiplicity,
photoelectron
yield Vs particle position and angle
Dispersive direction (xTransport), 0.75 GeV < k' < 1 GeV.
No significant variation of PMT multiplicity over x coverage for 0.75 GeV < k' < 1 GeV.

Top of
detector

Top of
detector

2017/07/28

Hit multiplicity

Photoelectron yield

Bottom of
detector

Bottom of
detector
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Nominal beam
line
Hit multiplicity,
photoelectron
yield Vs particle position and angle
Dispersive direction (xTransport), 0.5 GeV < k' < 0.75 GeV.
No significant variation of PMT multiplicity over x coverage for 0.5 GeV < k' < 0.75 GeV.

Top of
detector

Top of
detector
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Hit multiplicity

Photoelectron yield

Bottom of
detector

Bottom of
detector
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Conclusions/
open questions
- I have updated g4sbs with the actual GRINCH PMT (9125B) quantum efficiency;
-> this update lowers my estimation of the photoelectron yield by ~1.5 p.e. (too few ?)
- Compared to Huan's simulation, g4sbs provides a reasonable agreement (~0.5 more
PMT, 1 more p.e per electron)
slightly different place ?)
- Performances of GRINCH with CO2 :
* PMT multiplicity is ~ 40 % of PMT multiplicity evaluated with C4F10;
* p.e. yield is ~1/3 of the p.e. yield evaluated with C4F10;
=> with CO2 GRINCH, pion rejection cannot be higher than ~103:
No-go for SIDIS, A1n;
Likely manageable for GEn, GMn.
- I have evaluated the hit multiplicity and the photoelectron yield versus the position of the
particle in the GRINCH :
-> there is no significant sensitivity to the xtransport position and projected angle;
-> the number of photelectrons has a clear dependance on ytransport position and projected
angle: it increases with increasing position and angle (which corrsponds to being closer and
closer to the PMT matrix, hence with the longer radiation lengths), then drops because some
of the photons might hit the PMT wall.

2017/07/28
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Backup

2017/07/28
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GRINCH global performance evaluated with g4sbs
C4F10, XP-1911-UV PMT QE (''old'' g4sbs)

(1 atm)

XP-1911-UV

2017/07/28

9.2 PMTs hit per electron on average (9.7 from gaussian fit);
2.6 p.e. detected per PMT on average ;
=> 23.5 p.e. detected per electron on average (24.0 from gaussian fit).
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GRINCH global performance evaluated with g4sbs
CO2, 9125B PMT QE (updated g4sbs)

≥ 1 PMT : 
≥ 2 PMT : 
≥ 3 PMT : 
≥ 4 PMT : 

2017/07/28

~ 100 %
~ 98 %
~ 90 %
~ 65 %

≥ 1 pe : 
≥ 3 pe : 
≥ 5 pe : 
≥ 7 pe : 

~ 100 %
~ 97 %
~ 84 %
~ 60 %

/!\ NPMT, Np.e. obtained with MC information: ideal case
+ efficiencies obtained by integrating the NPMT, Npe distribution over a threshold ;
reality shall be more complicated
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